BANCROFT MILL ENGINE TRUST
Summer Newsletter 2016
Dear Member,
I don't know about you, but it feels that we have only just got over the winter rains and we are
suddenly in the middle of summer! We have had a mediocre start, then two very good
steaming days, and then the last one, although it started well, tailed off and turned out fairly
poor. I think it was because it was a lovely hot day, and people thought it was better to go the
Dales, or Blackpool.
We were hoping to get the Merlin engine back this season (by popular demand) but
unfortunately the owner is fully booked up this year. We will try to contact him earlier for
next season. The chap who demonstrated his model Newcommen atmospheric engine a
couple of years ago, would love to come, but he has dismantled it and is building a better
example. Unfortunately, it is not yet complete, but he has promised to come when it is
running.
In the last Newsletter, I mentioned a lady member who has hardly missed a Steaming since
the Trust started. Sadly Phylis fell at home last week and broke her hip. She has had an
operation to put it right, and I understand, is doing well. We wish her a speedy recovery and
look forward to seeing her back at Bancroft.

The work needed to the front of the Bradley Engine building, which I mentioned last time,
has produced one estimate so far. I am sick of keeping asking the other builders to hurry up
with theirs - all I keep getting is promises. End of moan. However, the price we got tallies
with our guess as being over f20,000 ! Even if we get a grant without too much trouble, we
would still have to find 20% of the total amount from somewhere.

Figure 1: A visit from the Northern section of the Morgan car club

Still with the Bradley Project, I can give you some good news. Thanks to a very generous
donation of an electric motor and gear-box, together with the ingenuity of our member, Jim
H., we now have a rather brilliant barring engine, which will rotate the fly-wheel about one
revolution a minute, which is ideal. 'We can now tum the engine over to check all running
sequences, and keep everything well oiled. I hope there will be a photo for you to see (and
here it is. Ed). Nick has been painting the fly-wheel, and is awaiting the delivery of green
paint for the engine bed.

After a fairly long break, we can once again listen to the dulcet tones of Roy, as he can walk
again. His laughter and whistling has made the Mill a very cheerful place. As I predicted, he
was busy last Steam Day, running the model engines with obvious great enjoyment.

I would like thank all of you who have sent their subscriptions and donations. I have
managed to give out quite a few Membership cards, so far, but do not want to miss anyone,
so I will send out cards with the Letter. If you end up with two, it will not matter - to heck
with the expense.
We have a couple of private steamings in the offing, which will greatly diminish our
dwindling wood supply. We have not had any deliveries of wood for some time, and are
becoming somewhat worried about running out. We use a lot of wood for each steaming. I
will not say anything about it not growing on trees! Without it we just cannot raise steam to
run the engine.

Shortly after the last Newsletter, we made a group visit to Queen Street Mill at Bumley, to
see the engine in action before the museum is closed down. We had a very enjoyable time,
and felt so sad when we left. However, since then the County Council has extended the
closing time to September this year, in the hope that some organisation, possibly a charity,
will take it on. Rather a tall order, but it is a hope.
I trust we will see a lot of you in the future, please make the effort because it makes all the
hard work seem even more worthwhile.
Goodbye for now,
Jim Gill.
Honorary secretary.
Tel: 01282 865626.
June 2016.

